Notes for clearing Bright Guard sunscreen dispenser lines if a clog occurs or when taking out of
operation for an extended period of time:
Have these supplies ready:
Bottle of isopropyl alcohol
Large paper clip, unfolded to access the end
Paper cup or something else to catch the sunscreen once it starts to dispense (you may want
someone else help you)
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Remove the cover/faceplate.
Take out the bag that’s been installed.
Turn on the machine.
Insert the end of the paperclip to start opening the line where the bag is installed.
Press and hold the Reset/Autowork button until the motor starts working (several seconds),
and keep holding it on.
With the motor running, pour a small amount of alcohol into the bag insertion opening. Let
the alcohol begin to seep down. With the motor running, use the end of the paperclip to
help open the line, moving it up and down as the alcohol penetrates.
Keep repeating this process until the line clears and the alcohol begins to be dispensed at
the bottom of the line.
You may need to use the paperclip to go up into the dispensing end of the line, too.
Allow several squirts of the alcohol to be dispensed until the line is completely clear.
Insert a bag of the new sunscreen formulation from Bright Guard
Press and hold the Reset/Autowork button until the sunscreen begins to dispense, catching
the product in a small paper cup.
Replace the cover/faceplate.
Move the cup in and out underneath the dispenser at least 10 times to ensure the product
is flowing properly and any air pockets have been eliminated.

Note:
1. Turn off the batteries when transporting the units to different locations so that motion
does not cause them to dispense.
2. When stationary, the unit may be left in the On position as power to the batteries is only
used when product is being dispensed.
3. If the unit will not be in use for an extended period of time remove the bag of sunscreen
and follow the steps above to clear the line so that it’s open and ready for the next use.
Questions? Contact Christine at christine@nevadacancercoalition.org or the number below.
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